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seventies
Diary Dates

A few dates for your diary:

70s Drivers Meeting
Silverstone Finals 15th of October
It is proposed that 70s will keep our existing tyre regulations
in 2017 permitting any tyres that were on the 2015 list 1B.
2016 Regulation 5.13.1 Tyres permitted are any from the
MSA Year Book 2016, Section L Tyres list 1A/1B & 1C. Tyres
of the same type / compound must be fitted on both axles.
If any competitor wishes to raise a specific subject please
email any items you wish considered for inclusion to Charles:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com

NEWS
2016

Win Percy Trophy

Novice Award 2016

Launched in December 2014 and
now in its second season this initiative
was introduced to reward the most
successful novice competing in the 70s
Road Sports Championship.
The two leading contenders in 2016 are
Stephen Bellerby from Cornwall in his
nicely presented yellow TVR 3000M
and Chris Baines who, with support
from his father has brought the ex John
Hillon Porsche 924 back to the 70s
Championship.

Thatcham Safety Award
TVR Tuscan racer Peter Shaw will again be presenting a safety
award on behalf of Thatcham Research to a 70s Road Sports
Championship competitor.
The 2015 Award winner was Alfa Romeo 2000GTV racer
Ken Rorrison. The recipient of this year’s Award to be
announced during the 70 Drivers Meeting at Silverstone on
Saturday 15 October will be decided by Peter Shaw and
70s Chairman Charles Barter.
Thatcham Research, whose
main aim is to contain or
reduce the cost of motor
insurance claims whilst
maintaining safety standards
also supports 70s through the
provision of class stickers
now displayed on the race cars
of all 70s competitors.
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Chris Baines is another young driver to
choose 70s Road Sports as the starting
point for his motor racing adventures.
2015 Win Percy Award winner Will
Leverett and runner-up Chris Fisher
have both continued in the Championship
and are continuing to keep the more
experienced racers on their toes.
Chris is currently the Championship
leader with just three rounds remaining.

CROFT CIRCUIT

CROFT NOSTALGIA WEEKEND
6th - 7th August 2016

108.6

MPH

RACE 1
Jim Dean
Lotus Europa

FASTEST SECTOR SPEED
Julian Barter
Lotus Elan S4

RACE 11
Jim Dean
Lotus Europa

602
FASTEST RACE LAP
Jim Dean
Lotus Europa
Av. 76.44 mph
(Race 11)
1ST EVER RACE
Chris Baines
Porsche 924

NAUGHTY STEP
PENALTIES
Julian Barter : -15 sec
Jim Dean: - 5 sec
Brian Jarvis
Porsche 924

PLACES GAINED

232
FOLLOWERS
on twitter
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PAGE VIEWS
this month on the 70s
Roadsports website

CLOSEST FINISH
David Tomkinson Triumph Spitfire
Chris Fisher - MG Arkley

Croft Nostalgia
RACE 1
Saturday 06 August 2016

T

he Croft Nostalgia Festival is the
second of the three Classic
Summer Motor Sport Events that
70s are privileged to attend. Without
the hype of the larger car festivals Croft
has the feel of a County Fair and is all
the better for it.

Spectators ambling onto the main runway
on a gloriously warm and sunny Saturday
were presented with a display of military
vehicles overlooking a group of well
patinated MG Midgets before being
greeted by the 70s Road Sports entry,
not hidden behind awnings or under
closed canopies but assembled below
their flag in a rainbow of colour and
variety, a visual treat for everyone to
savor and enjoy.
Although first on the bill again with
practice at 9.00am this did bring certain
advantages for competitors on Sunday
afternoon as they began their trek home
to the far corners of the British Isles.

Living up to their
billing, colour,
diversity & fun fuelled
competition

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

It does however retain all the ingredients
that make this style of event so much
fun to be at, barnstorming flying

displays from period aircraft, artisan
caterers, a Pimms tent, dressing up, a
completely bonkers 14 cylinder BristolHercules 1800hp radial aero engine
strapped to a trailer plus... a 36 car Road
Sports grid, what’s not to like?

CL
HE ICK
RE
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Marl Oldfield leads
Neil Brown’s Lotus
Eclat chased by
Stephen Bellerby TVR
& David Tompkinson’s
Spitfire in a display of
70s colour symmetry
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Jim Dean dominated qualifying setting a
time almost 1.2sec quicker than Julian
Barter who was back again in Iain
Daniels Elan.
John Williams Porsche is slowly loosing
its Paragon Motorsports livery and
adopting a single shade of blue, not that
it is affecting the cars performance
which pipped Will Leverett’s red
Porsche by just 3 tenths of a second,
with Mark Leverett hanging on just
another 3 tenths behind.
3 tenths became a bit of a theme with
Howard Payne in the second Lotus
Europa beating Robert Gates E-Type by
a similar amount with Steve Cooke’s
Lotus 7 a whole 4 tenths behind Robert.
Jon Wagstaff lead an impressive turnout
from Class D featuring 7 contenders
including Chris Baines the latest new
driver to join 70s in the ex John Hillon

Porsche 924 which has been rescued
and returned to the Championship from
a state of virtual dereliction.
David Tomkinson indicated that he
wasn’t going to let Chris Fisher have a
quiet weekend lining up alongside the
quick little Akley for race 1.
However it wasn’t all good in the 70s
camp, Mark Oldfield’s Lancia Monte
Carlo had cracked its exhaust with Mark
looking for solace in a beer can... or
actually any can that could be clamped
around the offending crack.
Chris Fisher’s Arkley had broken its
alternator and Jim Dean set about
effecting a repair whilst Ian Ford
attended to the front brakes of Jim’s
Europa with pads provided by Steve
Cooke. Meanwhile Brian Jarvis’s
Porsche 924 was up on axle stands and
would see no further action on Saturday.

The helpfulness of 70s Road Sports is as ever very
present. Fun enjoyable motorsport at its finest.
Chris Fisher
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Julian Barter put up a
good chase in both
races but couldn’t
topple Jim from the
top step of the
podium.
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Continuing his practice form Jim Dean
was never headed, although Julian
wring the neck of the Elan, to hold the
gap at 1.5sec for the first half of the race
but once they started lapping cars from
the smaller classes he could not maintain
the pace of the Europa.

Jon Wagstaff found himself at the head
of a long queue tucked up behind a HRS
De Tomaso Mangusta, whilst trying to
figure out a way past this Italian classic
Neil Brown in his Lotus Eclat nipped
passed them both to take his second
class win of the season.

Will Leverett out braked John Williams
into Clervaux at the start of lap 2 but
could not close the gap to the leading
pair. Howard Payne had a messy start
but dragged himself back into contention
passing John Williams and Mark Leverett
to finish 4th overall.

David Tomkinson lead his rival Chris
Fisher for the first four laps of the race
before the quicker Arkley nipped past
the Spitfire and opening up a safe gap.

Matthew Nichols found himself in a gap
with no-one to race to finish 3rd in
Class. Robert Gate stopped briefly to
have a small grass fire put out and
continued a lap down.

Mark Oldfield’s exhaust repair wasn’t
holding up well but the cloud of oil
smoke enveloping the car was beginning
to cause more concern.
After a grassy moment in practice Chris
Baines drove a sensible race but slipped
behind Martin Dyson and Sarah
Hutchinson in the final classification.

Sitting high above the exit of Hawthorn Bend
it’s possible to see a large portion of the circuit and
on a clear day looking due west right out to the
Yorkshire Dales beyond.
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Croft Nostalgia Lap Chart (Race 1)

A graph mapping the position of all 70s Road Sports Competitors
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A postcard from North Yorkshire
A great weekend of motorsport

A field hospital for sick 70s sports
cars was set up in the paddock.
A deputation was sent to the Pimms tent
for refreshments, Tupperware boxes
were cracked open, 5 loves and two
fishes provided a veritable feast for all.
Serious work began on Mark
Oldfield’s Lancia with John
Hutchinson and Steve Tomkinson
tackling the oil leak whilst Jon Wagstaff
and Glen removed the exhaust system
and set off in search of a Mig welder.
Iain Daniels and Alex Bage
began major work removing the
engine from Peter Shaw’s Elan to fix a
broken clutch release arm as Julian
Barter tracked down a mobile hoist.
In the skys above the circuit
aerobatics teams demonstrated
their support for 70s as a Sherman tank
patrolled the paddock putting on a show
of surprising accurate maneuverability.
The high spectator banks
surrounding the circuit
constructed to appease local residents
provide terrific viewing. Sitting high
above the exit of Hawthorn Bend it’s
possible to see a large portion of the
circuit and on a clear day looking due
west right out to the Yorkshire Dales
beyond.
It has been written before but if
you haven’t been to the Croft
Nostalgia event you are missing out on a
great weekend of motorsport.
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Croft Nostalgia
RACE 2
Sunday 07 August 2016

a great demonstration of close combat
racing snatching in his first class victory
of the year by just 0.047sec.
Following the demise of Will Leverett
John Williams grabbed his first class
victory of the year followed by Matthew
Nichols just 1.538sec in front of Robert
Gate who made less fiery progress as he
made up places from his lowly grid slot.

Without the distraction of smoke in his
mirrors Mark Oldfield had his most
enjoyable race of the season chasing
ollowing some serious commitment, after class comrade Jon Wagstaff who
determination, and resourcefulness was reasonably content to finish second
a full grid assembled for Sundays
in class in both of the weekends races.
race including Brian Jarvis in his repaired
Mark Leverett continued his racy form
Porsche 924.
before outbraking himself into Clervaux
As Jim and Julian launched their Lotus’s but following a bouncy drive through
off the grid Will Leverett’s hopes of a
the gravel regained his composure and
second class victory and podium finish
dragged himself back up to the rear
were dashed within seconds of the start bumper of Howard Payne’s Europa.
as the Porsche pulled into the infield
At the front Jim Dean completed his
with a broken half shaft.
total domination of the weekend
Stranded for the duration of the race
although the Clerk of the Course
Will thought it would be fun to feign
expressed the opinion that Julian
distress and threw himself prostrate
couldn’t be faulted for his commitment
across the boned of the Porsche before to the chase.
remembering SSTV had drones
recording the race.

F

Meanwhile David Tomkinson had
woken up feeling feisty determined to
take the fight to Chris Fisher, resulting in

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

After sealing a fighting class victory in
Saturday’s race Neil Brown suffered the
curse of the camera car to become the
second retirement whilst Brian Jarvis
made steady progress from the back to
the head of the class by lap 9.

CL
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Croft Nostalgia Lap Chart (Race 2)

A graph mapping the position of all 70s Road Sports Competitors
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Oulton Park
Gold Cup
28 August 2016

T

he 70s paddock was graced with
the soft Scottish dialect of Morgan
specialist Russell Paterson who
had driven down from Perth to take part
in his first race with us.
To ‘hit the road running’ is a much
overused idiom but that is certainly what
Robert did, first on track for practice he
was immediately posting impressive
times and it was great to hear the gruff
grow of a Morgan +8 again.

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

After celebrating his 50th wedding
anniversary in early August Charles
Barter was back setting times to beat,
posting the pole time on his 4th lap and
then indulging is some crowd pleasing

CL
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power slides through Knickerbrook as he
continued to set the pace.
Julian Barter appeared to be struggling
with a gruff sounding engine but
managed to squeeze out a time on his
second from last lap just 0.306sec shy of
Russell Paterson for 3rd on the grid.
Meanwhile Jim Dean who was last out of
the assembly area cruised around initially
looking like a Greek waiter touting for
customers for a beach front Taverna before
posting the 4th best time of the day.
Steve Cooke’s Lotus 7 was best of the
rest ahead of the Lotus’s of Howard
Payne and Mark Leverett. Neil Brown in
his Lotus Eclat lead Class D which
boasted 8 competitors for this event.
Chris Fisher continued his racy form to
qualify 11th and ahead of Mark Bennett
who was out again in his pretty Renault
Alpine A310.
There was disappointment for Peter
Head whose new engine failed in testing
and Steve Moore whose Alfa suffered
another rear axle failure. Fortunately Jim
Dean worked his magic on Nigel Ashley’s
gearbox fixing it by race time.

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

Action throughout the
grid in this enthralling
Championship
encounter at the
Oulton Park Gold Cup
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After many early morning starts this
season 70s had the prime race slot
providing the warm-up act for Super
Touring Cars on a gloriously sunny
Sunday afternoon at Oulton Park.
As the multicolored grid headed down
Lakeside on their opening lap the with
enthusiastic spectators remained focused
on the action even as the Red Arrows
performed a formation fly-past above
Shell Corner.
Formation was not the order of the day
at the front, Jim Dean occupied each of
the top four places on various laps
throughout the 20 minute race, whilst
Charles Barter appeared to have
everything under control despite being
under constant pressure from Jim and
Russell Paterson. Julian Barter initially
hung onto the group but dropped away
as the engine got rougher and the
brakes became increasingly spongy.

Howard Payne got bogged down at the
start and delayed the left hand side of
the grid, Mark Leverett dragged himself
back to 5th place from 9th, Mark
Bennett fell back to 18th but pushed the
Alpine back to 12 by the finish
A great little race long battle raged
between David Tomkinson, Triumph
Spitfire, Nigel Ashley, Lotus Europa and
Martin Dyson’s GT6, demonstrating that
in 70s it doesn’t matter what you drive
there will always be someone to race.
Meanwhile at the front the lead
continued to chop and change with
Russell Paterson taking his turn at the
front at the end of lap 7.
Still playing to the appreciative audience
Jim Dean launched off the Cascades
apex quicker than Charles on the final
lap finally squeezing ahead of the
Datsun as they turned into Island Bend
with the Morgan still looking for a gap.

A broken exhaust put out Championship Disappearing from sight up Clay Hill for
leader Chris Fisher which was a serious
the last time the race was still to close to
blow to his championship ambitions.
call until Charles fluffed a gearchange
The whole grid were driving beautifully Jim suddenly had breathing space as
and enjoying little personal battles
Robert grabbed 2nd place and Datsun
keeping the spectators on their toes.
fell to third for the first time in the race.
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A postcard from Cheshire

The weekend was bright the weekend was orange
In recent years the Gold Cup has
become the social highlight of
the 70s Road Sport season. This year
Jim Dean added an additional
competitive element with the
introduction of the Space Hopper
Challenge on Saturday evening.
Five teams of ‘Hoppers’ were
initially led by the girls team
leader Laura Tomkinson who set off at a
cracking page whilst Martin Dyson, Will
Leverett and Chris Fisher tangled at the
first hairpin.
After the first driver change
David Tomkinson and Mark
Oldfield got impressive air through the
first chicane, Jim Dean and Julian Barter
suffered spectacular rolls
Mark Leverett led home the
victorious team closely followed
by Steve Moore whose breathtaking
handling of the ‘Hopper’ received
vociferous support.
The teams then retired to the
inclusive 70s ‘paddock club’
hospitality enclosure for an evening of
fun, laughter, burgers and beer.
Huge thanks go the Jim Dean,
Alex Bage and Anne Richardson
for organising the evening and their
dedicated burger flipping throughout
the evening.
Special thanks also go to the
army of helpers who donated an
array of delicious puddings.
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Oulton Park Lap Chart

A graph
25 mapping the position of all 70s Road Sports Competitors
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A postcard from the Ardennes
The European adventure

Spa
Francorchamps
16-18 Sept 2016

‘To many racers this event has become
utterly addictive, the ultimate challenge
for every historic racer with a soul’
Marcus Pye

Julian Barter set the first 70s
sub 3:00 minute lap around the
Spa circuit with an impressive 2:59.765
in Race 1 followed by a even quicker
2:58.967 in Race 2 keeping the Lotus on
the same lap as the Sports Prototypes.
Sarah Hutchinson and Jon
Wagstaff representing Class D
thoroughly enjoyed themselves and said
they will start campaigning for more of
their Class mates to join the fun in 2017.
Competitors representing all
Classes from A – F took part in
the Spa weekend, demonstrating the
diversity in 70s Road Sports.
The Leverett’s treated the Spa
weekend as a family holiday with
Mark and Will sharing the Elan and
picking up a trophy for joint 3rd place.
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70s Dinner
Saturday 28 January 2017
As mentioned at Oulton Park the
annual 70s Dinner will be held at the
The Lambert Arms, Aston Rowant,
Oxfordshire OX49 5SB on Saturday 28
January.
Organized by Robert Barter, booking
details will follow in the next issue
of the Newsletter but if you enjoy
conversation, laughter and good food
you will find this a very sociable and
enjoyable evening.

Galloping Gourmets
Silverstone Final

Alex Bage and Jim Dean will be firing up
the BBQ one last time this season after
the final race of the Championship at
Silverstone on Saturday 15 October.

70s Immortalized in Ceramic
In Macclesfield
With thanks to Davin Tompkinson for immortalizing 70s with
ceramic tile now permanently on display in Macclesfield.
Appropriately placed next to the tile for Storm Brewery
suppliers of the beer keg much appreciated at Oulton Park
there could possibly not have been a better combination.

70s Summer of Fun
Racing with the HSCC we are privileged to be able to compete at some of
the best motorsport festivals of the summer. Legends of Brands Super Prix,
Croft Nostalgia & Oulton Park Gold Cup.
This was a glorious summer of motor sport for 70s. If there had been a
summer Championship Jim Dean would have dominated it with 3 outright
wins. Neil Brown also shone taking 3 class wins, only missing out on a clean
sweep of class wins due to the curse of the camera car at Croft.
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Video of the month

#68 Jon Wagstaff Alfa Romeo at
Spa Francorchamps 2016
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CJrQ3cuDEvk
A entertaining video of Race 2 with a brief
cameo appearance from race winner Julain
Barter at 26:54sec.

70s Road Sports Calendar 2016
16-17 April

Castle Combe

20 minute race

21 - 22 May

Silverstone International

20 minute race

18 -19 June

Cadwell Park

2x 20 minute races

2 - 3 July

Legends of Brands Hatch Super Prix

20 minute race

6 - 7 August

Croft Nostalgia

2x 20 minute races

27-29 August

Oulton Park Gold Cup

20 minute race

16 -18 September

Spa Six Hours

2x 30 minute races

15 October

Silverstone Finals

20 minute race

70s Website
http://70sroadsports.co.uk/
Colour, diversity and fun fueled competition.

70s Twitter
https://twitter.com/70sRoadSports

70s Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Road-Sports/253593504740651

Charlie Wooding
http://charliewooding.co.uk
To order any images simply click on the link above or any image in this newsletter.
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Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit,
Silverstone,
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
email: office@hscc.org.uk
tel: 01327 858 400
The views and opinions expressed
in this Newsletter are solely those
of the original authors and other
contributors. These views and
opinions do not necessarily
represent those of the HSCC

